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умов живлення культурних рослин). Translators often unite simple sentences of the 
original into a composite to add naturalness to the target language.  
There also exists a technicality concerning the emotiveness in the scientific style. 
Even though its level is considerably low in both English and Ukrainian, the former 
differs by certain figurativeness, which cannot be transmitted into Ukrainian directly 
(E. g. The mother company bore a daughter in the Far East, granted her a dowry of two 
million pounds ¬> Ця компанія заснувала на Дальньому Сході дочірню компанію 
та виділила їй капітал у розмірі двох мільйонів фунтів стерлінгів). That is why 
processing should be obtained.  
To conclude with, one should discern subtle aspects of the scientific style in both 
source and target languages to be able not only to correctly comprehend the text but to 
provide a high-quality translation.                                               
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DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH IDIOMS TRANSLATION 
      The study deals with the English language idioms as well as with the 
peculiarities of their translation.                           
 The topicality of the research is attributed to the following facts: 1) the necessity 
of outlining the problem of English idioms in the source text eliciting; 2) the urge of 
revealing the difficulties of their translation into the Russian language and the ways of 
these difficulties overcoming. 
The object of our investigation is the vocabulary system of the English language. 
English idioms constitute the subject of our research. 
The primary goal of our research is to highlight common and particular features 
of English idioms translation into the Russian language. 
      With this aim in purpose we had to cope with the following tasks: 
- to define and  to characterize the notion of English language idioms; 
- to pick out identical fixed phrases in English and in Russian; 
- to highlight translator’s “false friends”; 
- to provide their adequate translation; 
- to ascertain interesting and useful methods of English phraseological locution 
memorizing. 
         Thus, the theoretical value of our research is that it gives some etymological 
characteristics of English idioms.  
        The practical value of our research is that it provides students with the possibility 
of enriching their English vocabulary with idioms. The given practical materials help 
to distinguish the meanings of English idioms and enable us to translate them 
professionally. 
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